The 1st Annual
Catch + Release Showcase
Festival

Our Sponsors and Partners

Our Gratitude
Thank you all for attending the first showcase festival of this kind. Our goal is to
recognize new innovative creative thinkers. Remember, there is no movement
without taking the first step.
This year half of our proceeds will go to the A21 Campaign.
Lets’ all stand together and make a difference!
WELCOME!
M J

S

Thee Film Festival Director

Program Guide
First Short Film Block

Hard Sell Things take a strange turn when a high school cross country star tries to sell pies to a

recently divorced millionaire with a cocaine habit.
One Last Coin A man decides what to do with his one last coin in Rome just before Christmas.
Anna A young woman takes a chance at love, which leads her into the dark world of human

trafficking. The only way to cope with her new reality is through her music.
AWOL A Fallen Angel decides to stay on earth.
3 Minutes A hitman has only three more minutes to live. When it comes down to the last moments of

his life, what is left?
SAVE A baby breaks the silence.
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SUMMON Lucy locks up the theatre as usual after the show, however, her normal routine is

somewhat disturbed.

Second Short Film
Block

Renee Every great wine has a story to tell. This is the story of two people, their relationship and how

their lives are forever changed by the wine they love.
Milk Fit He wants her to get in shape for the summer, she tries her best on the cross trainer. Her best?

Well, maybe not quite.
A Scream That’s Trapped Inside Me Mara comes back home from her boyfriend’s funeral to

experience a mind game full of guilt.
Bless You 3 friends share old wise tales as to why it’s customary to say bless you after someone

sneezes.
What If In 2184 big date is omnipresent. A sophisticated system has been developed to analyze

individuals. Perfect partner recommendations have become the norm but Achille wants to find a
partner on his own.
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Our Panelist

Program Guide
Music Video Block
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MINE Lucia, an aspiring youtuber engaged with Marco, a boy who becomes aggressive and violent.

WFF - Shorts Program

PET MAN The story centers around an animal dealer who falls asleep and suddenly finds himself in a

nightmare. One where he’s the one locked in a cage.
INEXORABLE A couple going through a rough patch, after a miscarriage, are being tormented in the

night by baby cries.
AMBER A teen fan-fiction writer takes her boy band obsession too far in a twisted, late night

confrontation with the object of her desires.
LEW’S UP FIRST senior citizen Lew is ready to buy his first computer ever. Abbey, the bubbly

young geek salesperson, has all the tech answers. If only Lew knew what she was talking about.
PLAYING HOUSE A little girl plays house, a little boy joins her. The table is set, the food is not

good. The anger awakes, the baby doll cries, the game is not fun no more.
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“Our Winners Are”
AWARDS

We will be back in 2019!

Thanks again for coming.

